6th Form Preparation work
for
History
Week 1 and 2
Contact: Ms J Walker
j.walker@ralphallenschool.com
Complete a booklet
using the materials
provided about what
life was like in
Edwardian Britain. Give detail
about the experiences of
different elements in society;
including technological change,
and leisure time.
Edwardian Britain
Source Analysis task
Time: 1hr
Watch this episode on
the Spanish Inquisition
– it covers the manner
in which heretics were
persecuted for their beliefs.
Understand how this practice of
interrogation influenced Spanish
and European life.
The Spanish Inquisition
Yesterday History channel
Time: 45min

Read the case studies
based around British
politics in the period
1906-1918. Using the
information create a timeline of
the different political groups and
events, and add detail on the
changes that they made.

Listen to this podcast
about the rise of the
Pankhurst family and
their role in the Suffrage
campaign for women. It also
discusses the use of violence of
their methods, and the
importance of the Pankhurst
writings that helped to influence
the Suffragette movement.

Listen to this podcast
that discusses the role
of Winston Churchill in
the British politics and
uncovers the debates around the
concept that Churchill’s destiny
was defined by the Second
World War. Decide for yourself
whether you think the war is what
defined Churchill.

Britain 1906-1918
National Archives
Time: 2hrs
Watch this series about
the changing world of
Britain following the
death of Queen Victoria in 1901;
including the influence of politics,
war, social upheaval, and the
class system.

The Pankhursts
History Extra podcast
Time: 33min
Watch this short
documentary about the
Jarrow March of 1936.
Note how society has changed in
the Jarrow area – can you make
comparisons between the
change in industry and Bath
itself?

A New Life of Winston Churchill
History Extra podcast
Time: 45min
Listen to the tale of
Philip II and his animosity
towards Elizabeth I and
the sending of the
Spanish Armada. What does this
tell us about his motives in foreign
policy (dealings with other
countries), and his own beliefs?

Making of Modern Britain
Time: 6hrs
Read the articles about
Philip II of Spain focussing
on how Philip developed
his government, foreign
policy, religious change and his
own personal life. Make notes to
show understanding.

The Jarrow March, 1936
BBC Teach
Time: 10min
Create a fact-file on
Philip II including a
family tree, his
marriages, his children,
his reign and the Spanish Empire
in 1556 until 1598. Research well –
DO NOT USE WIKIPEDIA

The Spanish Armada
BBC podcast with Melvyn Bragg
Time: 45min
Read the notes about
Philip II’s reign;
including changes in
government, religion,
marriage, and foreign policy.
Make a list of key terms and their
translation.

Philip II
History Learning Site
Time: 1hr30min

Philip II
Time: 1hr

The Reign of Philip II
Encyclopaedia Britannica
Time: 1hr

BBC documentaries - Andrew Marr

